business world, Sorensen helped to create a new Omaha. As Dalstrom demonstrates, he stands as a significant and successful post-machine urban political leader.


REVIEWED BY BETH LUEY, ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

The allied fields of documentary and textual editing have grown and changed immeasurably over the past two decades. The line between "historical" and "literary" editing, once drawn dark and straight, has been deliberately blurred and occasionally effaced. A field whose subjects once were the Founding Fathers and a few other great white men is now publishing the papers of ordinary people of all races and both sexes. Computer technology has revolutionized the actual tasks of the documentary editor.

Mary-Jo Kline's Guide to Documentary Editing, already in its second printing, is the first published handbook for documentary editors. After her introduction to the history and issues of the field, she provides a step-by-step description of the process: the search for documents, organization of the edition, selection, transcription, emendation, annotation, physical presentation, indexing, and publication. Each chapter provides discussions of alternatives and references to other authorities.

Mary-Jo Kline is an experienced, knowledgeable, and articulate documentary editor. In preparing the Guide, she consulted with dozens of other editors. As a result, this book is authoritative without being dictatorial. It is invaluable to anyone preparing a historical text for publication, whether that text is the official correspondence of a state's governor or a great-grandmother's diary. It is also useful for those who wish to teach documentary editing. Along with the forthcoming bibliography and anthology also being sponsored by the Association for Documentary Editing, this Guide will provide an excellent foundation for college courses.

An Oral Historians' Work (videotape), by Edward D. Ives. 33 min. Distributed by Sheldon Weiss Productions, Blue Hill Falls, ME. $60.00.

REVIEWED BY ROY ROSENZWEIG, GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY

Edward D. (Sandy) Ives is a noted folklorist, director of the Northeast Archives of Folklore and Oral History at the University of Maine, and